
Five Ways to Put Mobile Apps to Work Today
You've probably heard about other businesses using mobile apps to operate more 
effectively and save time, but you may not be sure how to put them to work for your 
dental business. With that in mind, we have assembled profiles of different dental 
businesses that take advantage of apps to streamline operations, improve customer 
service and increase revenues.  

While these success stories present only a snapshot of how companies in some sectors 
of the dental industry are using apps, many of their tactics and successes can be 
deployed in other sectors as well.  

1. Sales - A dental office is increasing sales at street festivals, trade shows and other 
locations outside of the office with an app that allows them to schedule appointments, 
sell gift certificates for teeth whitening and other services, and process credit and debit 
card payments through their mobile phone. Instead of requiring customers to pay by 
cash or check, they simply enter their customers card information into their mobile 
phone keypad. They can even print receipts with an attached printer, building trust with 
their customers. For the dental office, the ability to process card payments quickly 
lessens the hassle of waiting for checks to clear, while the convenience provided to 
customers helps increase the likelihood of return business.  

2. Dentist/Patient Communication - Other dental offices are serving clients better with 
a customer relationship management (CRM) app that allows access to contact 
information, client portfolios and detailed notes, all in one place. Office staff can update 
their customers notes any time and anywhere. For example, if they learn about a new 
product or service that might benefit a patient, they can easily record it to discuss during 
their next appointment. Having mobile access to detailed information allows treatment 
coordinators and office manager to field patients questions where they happen to be 
and to better prepare for patient next appointment.

3. Dentist/Lab Communication - Dentists often need to monitor or update patients' 
case status, review case design, make a payment on account, or just upload graphics 
and diagnostic images, when they are away from their office. One app enables a doctor 
to receive a continual stream of status data, such as arrival date, expected delivery 
date, case change order, quality control issues or a simple communication directly to 
their mobile phone. This remote capability allows the doctor to quickly alert office staff, 
or the patient, of changes, helping to avoid crisis. The real-time streaming also provides 
data gathering for other social media activities.

4. Customer Service - A dental laboratory has improved responsiveness to clients with 
an app that allows employees and technicians to be reached when they're not in the 
office. Employees and technicians select a fixed or mobile line for receiving calls, which 
they can change at any time. When dentists dial the laboratory's main number, they are 
routed automatically to the number of the employee or technician. Employees and 
technicians can view phone messages on their smartphones, saving time from dialing 



into a voicemail system, and they can receive important paperwork via Internet fax, 
helping answer questions, or address problems more quickly.

5. Delivery Service - Other laboratories uses a GPs-based mobile app to improve 
drivers' productivity and help ensure they are deployed as efficiently as possible. By 
providing drivers with mobile phones equipped with the app, the fleet supervisor can 
monitor their whereabouts, see when deliveries are made and reroute drivers as 
needed through any Internet-connected computer. GPs allows drivers to find locations 
easily - helping to lower fuel costs -while electronic data improves timesheet accuracy 
and reduces paperwork.

  
Want to learn more about apps that can benefit your dental business? Azar & 
Associates Social Media Solution Consultant can help your dental business be more 
productive. To schedule a telephone appointment, visit us on-line at 
www.azarandassociates.com.
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